
Respondent Names 

Alecia Cunningham 

Complainant Name 

Glen Morgan 

Complaint Description 

  
Glen Morgan reported via the portal (Tue, 13 Jul 2021 at 12:51 AM) 

   
To whom it may concern, 

  

It has recently come to my attention that Alecia Cunningham has violated campaign 

disclosure laws per RCW 42.17A, during her 2021 campaigns for the University Place 

School Director position.  The violation is as follows: 

1. Failure to accurately describe expenses, and the illegal concealment of required 

information from the public (Violation of RCW 42.17A.240(6), RCW 42.17A.235, 

and WAC 390-16-037, and WAC 390-16-205) 

Once I realized this candidate’s campaign was using a vendor associated with shady 

campaign practices in other political races, it just seemed worth looking closer. 

 

This campaign has failed to follow Washington State’s Campaign Finance laws as they apply 

to the reporting of expenditures. Here is an example that need to be corrected by this 

campaign to at least go through the motions of complying with the statute: On the campaign’s 

C4 (PDC Tracking # 110028355) dated 6/27/21, the campaign reported expenditures of 

$1,200 for “Door Hangers” from vendor “Johnson Cox Printing” but failed to legally detail 

how many campaign signs were purchased, which are clearly required and defined in WAC 

390-16-037, a clear violation of the law. 

 

It is always concerning when a campaign is willing to conceal obvious expenditure details 

like this from the public, when the law is so clear about what is required, and the vendor used 

by this campaign, Argo Strategies, has seen this exact violation committed many times by 

other political clients, what else are they concealing?  

 

Feel free to let me know if you need any additional information about this one.  

 

Best Regards, 

 

Glen Morgan 

 

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 

The public has a right to know the details about how a campaign spends it's cash.  This 

information should not be concealed.   

List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found 

https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13016106447
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C4 number referenced in the complaint. 

List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them 

The candidate and the treasurer should be sufficient. 

Certification (Complainant) 

I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that 

information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

 


